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MORE FAKE NEWS FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS 

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

*Remember the dialectic trick for winning an argument against the designated enemy: 

Don’t give them NATURAL JUSTICE/right-of-reply; 

then think of German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s succinct comment, published only in 2014: 

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the 
principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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The Late Great Ernst Zündel’s Resting Place 

 
Waldfriedhof 

Bad Wildbad, Landkreis Calw, Baden-Württemberg, Germany 
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*https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Verbrechen_der_Roten_Armee_im_Zweiten_Weltkrieg 

*https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Kriegsverbrechen_der_Alliierten_im_Zweiten_Weltkrieg 

*https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Deutsche_Zwangsarbeiter 

https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Verbrechen_der_Roten_Armee_im_Zweiten_Weltkrieg
https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Kriegsverbrechen_der_Alliierten_im_Zweiten_Weltkrieg
https://de.metapedia.org/wiki/Deutsche_Zwangsarbeiter
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Ernst Christof Friedrich Zündel 

*24 Apr 1939 · Bad Wildbad, Germany 

+
5 Aug 2017 · Bad Wildbad, Germany 

How did Ernst crack the deceptive guilt-inducing Holocaust narrative during his 1985 and 1988 

Toronto trials?  

He provided forensic evidence, which conclusively failed to prove the factuality – to this day – 

of the claim that Germans exterminated anybody in homicidal gas chambers!   

When in 1992 the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed his 1988 conviction and declared 

“spreading false news” as unconstitutional, the Canadian Government changed legal tactics 

and introduced Human Rights Laws where Truth is no defence! Australia followed the same 

pattern by amending the Racial Discrimination Act with s18C where “hurt feelings” determine 

justice! 

_______________________________________________________________________  

Remember when it all began for Ernst Zündel? 

1st holocaust-trial, Toronto, 1984/85, as seen on Canadian TV 
This is a compilation of the media coverage by Canadian television of the 1st holocaust-trial of Ernst Zündel in 

Toronto/Canada in 1984/1985. He was defended by Douglas Christie and had as one of his main defense witnesses 

Prof. Robert Faurisson (France). As main witnesses on the prosecution side were Prof. Raul Hilberg (chief holocaust 

historian) and Rudolf Vrba (alleged witness of the gassings in Auschwitz). Ernst Zündel was found guilty by the jury, 

went into a kind of appeal in 1988, his 2nd holocaust-trial, with this time Fred Leuchter as one of his main witnesses 

(this, lost again, but was then acquitted by the Supreme Court of Canada in August 27, 1992, as the laws, which had 

served to sentence Zündel, were seen as unconstitutional. 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlyPNufutfo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlyPNufutfo
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… and remember this email exchange earlier this year? 

From: "Fredrick Toben" toben@toben.biz 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2018 7:31:44 PM 
Subject: In celebration of Juergen Neumann's 

wonderful "for the record" work - 
Hi All – 
1. Juergen Neumann, Ernst Zündel’s long-time trusted 

cameraman and video recorder, is placing his videos on-
line, and recently he published my 2000 IHR talk, which 
after just on 18 years ago offered me an opportunity to 
re-evaluate what development/progress Holocaust 
Revisionism has made:     
Fredrick Toben - My Political Imprisonment in Germany 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rtDBKx1mgE  
2. In particular, with a time span of 18 years weighing 
down on me, my comment on my German 
arrest/imprisonment/trial procedures is interesting; and 
then something I had forgotten: after being bailed Fred 
Leuchter was allowed to leave/escape from Mannheim 

back home to the USA.  

3. And more questions:  
3.1 Why is Monika still in prison? Is it because she is a 
Canadian citizen of direct German descent, which 
Leuchter was not? I was an Australian citizen but born in 
Germany; 
3.2 What procedure will determine Michele’s brush with 
German law?  

3.3 How will Alison be treated by British law?  
3.4 I was processed in Germany as an Australian citizen 
– but let go in Britain? Why? This is where legalese 
meets up with global politics, and forget any strategic 
thinking on behalf of a legal team winning a legal battle! 
4. In the below response to Gerard Menuhin’s email I find 

Peter Rushton’s personal comments to be expressing a 

kind of class-warfare language, which indicates to me 
how debilitating class thinking is = British Empiricism at 
its best, driven by envy and hatred and directed at those 
who are perceived to be privileged = false consciousness 
at its best! Any comment from anyone? 
Best – 

Fredrick  
--------------------------------- 

----Original message---- 
From : jtberger@myaccess.ca 
Date : 24/03/2018 - 04:49 (GMTST) 
Subject : Re: In celebration of Juergen Neumann's 
wonderful "for the record" work - 

Most of you will probably have heard something similar 

to the following story, but for those that have not .... 
here it is. 
My friend John Schu**** was born in Sudetenland in 
1926.  He died in Nov. 2015.  
April 17, 1945.,,,,, 

About 25 of us surrendered to members of the USA army 
under Eisenhower's command. 
7 of us were wearing Waffen SS uniforms.   They were 
taken to the side and shot dead right before our eyes. 
The rest of us were asked to remove our coats.  They 
then took all our gear.... our tents , our sleeping bags 
and our food rations along with our coats and put it all on 

a pile.  Along came a tank and ground everything into 
the mud.  The rest of us were then loaded on trucks and 
hauled away to a large barbed wire enclosure and 

dumped off into a wet muddy field without food water or 
shelter of any kind. 
A few prisoners in the camp  had been allowed to keep  
the odd tent , outer coat, or blanket.    I was  lucky cuz 

one guy in our new "home"  was a Hungarian and had 
been allowed to keep a blanket.  About 6 of us crowded 
together for warmth under the one blanket.  I had a 

heavy woolen undershirt which i was allowed to keep.  If 
not for that i am sure i would have died of exposure. 
For the first week we got no food or water.  Some guys 

drank from the pools of putrid water mixed with urine 
and feces.  Some got sick and died soon after.  
On May 1st, it snowed.  I was never so cold in my life. 
But still i survived. 
At night some of the women who lived on farms nearby 
would try to throw bread over the fence.  If they were 

seen by the guards, they were shot at.  So we didn't get 
much from that source. 
One day in May an older prisoner had a fairly expensive 
watch.  He traded it to one of the guards for 4 loaves of 
bread.  2 now and 2 later.   Everyday or two the prisoner 
would ask the guard when he would be getting his two 

remaining loaves.  Finally after about  ten days or two, 

the guard got fed up raised his rifle and shot the guy 
right before our eyes.  
We dug holes in the ground and covered them with a 
blanket or a tent or a ground sheet if they had one.   On 
a few occasions  the guards would shoot at the tents in 
the distance just for fun. 
Each day trucks would come to remove those who had 

died during the night.  
He estimated that the total deaths in the camp up till mid 
summer when they were moved to France for forced 
labor was about 1/3 rd of the original inhabitants. 
It took ten years till the "numbness" in my feet 
disappeared.  

I knew 3 other guys who told similar stories, but I never 

did get the precise details from any of them as I did from 
John Sch.  Shame on me, cuz now they are all dead. 
By contrast ... my cousin Leo Berger.  Born near Odessa 
Ukraine. in 1924. ( a descendant of the many Germans 
brought into south Ukraine by Katherine the Great 
around 1800, after the Russo Turkish wars.  

Consripted into the German army, used as an interpreter 
for general von Pritzman, ( who later was forced to 
commit suicide for reasons still unclear to me). 
After evacuating Ukraine his skills as an interpreter were 
no longer needed and he was transferred into a mountain 
climbing division of the Waffen SS.  Luckily he was never 
given a tatoo. 

He surrendered to USA general Mark Clark in northern 

Italy.   
"We couldn't have been treated better. We even got 
cigarettes. In fact if we had known how well we would be 
treated we would have surrendered much much  earlier." 
Mark Clark was a Christian, whereas Eisenhower was not, 

and harbored an implacable hatred of the Germans.  
More interesting stories to follow.... 

------------------------ 
From: sophieonthehoof@gmail.com  
Sent: Sunday, 25 March 2018 6:21 AM 
Thank you for your very courageous testimony, Mr 
JTBerger. The horror you lived through is mind-numbing 

even for the reader of your account. It cannot but be a 
searing pain for you to write of it. I am grateful that you 
have made your testimony, for posterity’s sake, but 

more urgently, for the sake of the memory of your 
comrades, the fine young patriots who survived the 
horrific Eastern Front only to be murdered on home 
ground by Eisenhower and his depraved lot.  

mailto:toben@toben.biz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rtDBKx1mgE
mailto:jtberger@myaccess.ca
mailto:sophieonthehoof@gmail.com
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 Very shortly after I read James Baque’s account of the 
Eisenhower camps, a prominent academic at my 

university declared to the local press: ‘I don’t believe it.’ 
This man was not a crank or a bigot. Rather, he was a 

decent, honest man who found it impossible to accept 
that his side had perpetrated such foul crimes.  
 It is not his ilk who perpetrate the outrage; the 
perpetrators are the political leaders of a country who 
decline to acknowledge the crimes against their own 

people, and forbid their acknowledgment by the people. 
It is they who are the putrid lot, for they inflict a fatal 
wound on the White race. That wound festers when we 
are denied the right to mourn our dead, or to recognise 
and celebrate our heroes.  
 One of the wonderful things about the Revisionist world 
view is the refusal to bow to political edicts, blatant or 

tacit, about what we may not speak of as real history. 
And importantly, the Anglosphere is now a fertile 
Revisionist turf on which nationalists make common 

cause with German nationalists to fight the bolshie gag 
on free speech and its censorship.  
 On this last point: How many of us recall articles 53 (the 

‘pre-emptive strike’ licence) and article 107 of the United 

Nations Charter, both of which declare that, for the 
purpose of the Charter, ‘the enemy’ is the nations of the 

Axis powers of the two World Wars? That might well be 
true for ‘them’; it is not true for Revisionists: The 

progeny of the heroes of the Allied powers, now very 
prominently our own Alison Chabloz, make common 
cause with Sylvia Stoltz, Monika Schaeffer, Ursula 
Haverbeck, Fredrick Toben, Germar Rudolf, and many 
others. And therein lies the key to the survival of White 

Man. 
Very importantly: Another of our very own, Gerard 
Menuhin, has written the impeccably scholarly 
pedagogical text, Tell the Truth and Shame the Devil, for 
the education of the world about the Revisionist reason-
for-being. He came to this thread to defend Alison 
Chabloz against rabid attack. But then he would, 

wouldn’t he – he, like she, is a Revisionist par excellence. 
One must wonder where Alison’s attackers belong. 
Thank you for bringing your account of your terrible 

experience to this thread, Mr Thauberger. God bless you. 
Sophie Johnson 

 
DEEPLY TRUE? – resisting with utmost violence? 

Back to the present with USA’S Supreme Court appointment procedure resembling/following the pattern 

adopted in legally persecuting/shutting up Revisionists who dare question the absurdities that make up 

the official Holocaust narrative/ideology/religion, which defames the German Volk and imbues its people 

with a pathological sense of guilt akin to the Original Sin concept. 

Comments: FToben • Wednesday, October 3, 2018 8:25 PM 

That's funny, the whole HOLOCAUST narrative is made up exclusively of 1. Confessions and 2. Eye witness 

recollections. Holocaust Revisionists have added 3. Forensic evidence, which has shredded the official 
Holocaust narrative. Consequence? Vicious legal suppression of dissenting voices. Why?  

 
HUGE! 

Christine Ford Published 2008 Article on Self-

Hypnosis 

Used to Retrieve and “Create Artificial Situations” 

By Jim Hoft October 1, 2018 - 1143 Comment  

 
Christine Ford has not turned over her therapist’s 

notes to the Senate regarding her suppressed 
memories about Judge Kavanaugh abusing her 
decades earlier. 
This may be because if the memories were 
revealed through hypnosis they would be 

“absolutely inadmissible” in the court of law in 
many states, including New York and Maryland. 

 

Deeply true. 
Two most unreliable, but often believed, 

forms of testimony: 1) confessions;  

2) eye witness recollections. 

*https://t.co/72Q2V6SzTm 
— Robert Barnes (@Barnes_Law) September 28, 

2018 
There were also accusations that Christine Ford 
was under a hypnotic trance during her testimony. 
She was under a hypnotic trance. 
pic.twitter.com/N0BOrQb2Tl 
— KenWeaverII (@nostrilmandias) September 30, 
2018 

Now this…  

One of Christine Blasey Ford’s research articles in 
2008 included a study on self-hypnosis. 
 
 

https://disqus.com/by/FToben/
https://disqus.com/home/discussion/thegatewaypundit/huge_christine_ford_published_2008_article_on_self_hypnosis_used_to_retrieve_and_create_artificial_s/?utm_source=reply&utm_medium=email&utm_content=read_more#comment-4126746285
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/09/if-christine-fords-memories-recovered-through-hypnosis-they-are-not-admissible-in-court-would-be-thrown/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/09/if-christine-fords-memories-recovered-through-hypnosis-they-are-not-admissible-in-court-would-be-thrown/
https://t.co/72Q2V6SzTm
https://twitter.com/Barnes_Law/status/1045723190167658496?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/Barnes_Law/status/1045723190167658496?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/N0BOrQb2Tl
https://twitter.com/nostrilmandias/status/1046255751713443841?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/nostrilmandias/status/1046255751713443841?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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The practice of self-hypnosis is used to retrieve 
important memories and “create artificial 

situations.” 
Via Professor Margot Cleveland: 

BREAKING: This is HUGE (waiting for permission to 
h/t): One of Christine Ford Blasey's research 
articles in 2008 included a study in which 
participants were TAUGHT SELF-HYPNOSIS & noted 

hypnosis is used to retrieve important memories 
"AND CREATE ARTIFICAL SITUATIONS." 

*pic.twitter.com/11n1JVnArM 
— Margot Cleveland (@ProfMJCleveland) October 1, 

2018 

*https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/huge-

christine-ford-published-2008-article-on-self-hypnosis-
used-to-retrieve-and-create-artificial-situations/   

_________________________________________________   
WHERE TRUTH IS NO DEFENCE, LIES CONTINE TO FLOURISH, and we have an immoral situation! 

>>Relentless hatred directed at Germans and the Deutsche Volk<< 

DEFAMATION Topf & Söhne ON A GRAND SCALE  
The following article makes unsubstantiated claims about the homicidal murder weapon, which is 

reminiscent of Jean-Claude Pressac’s 1989 published book: AUSCHWITZ: Technique and Operation of 

the Gas Chambers, which proved nothing. When I visited Pressac in 1999 he admitted as much, and he 

was proud of the fact that he had inherited the Topf & Söhne archive. He fell out with the Klarsfelds when 

he referred to the HOLOCAUST as a massive massacre! – Fredrick Töben.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Outsourced mass murder: 
How Topf & Sons engineered genocide from its boardroom 

Among dozens of German companies that enabled the Holocaust, the opportunistic 

crematorium maker was indispensable, according to new book 
By Matt Lebovic 4 October 2018, 10:27 pm 1 

 
Crematoria at the former Nazi death camp Auschwitz I. 

Their construction was a prelude to much larger 

crematoria complexes later constructed at Birkenau, or 

Auschwitz II, in Poland, October 2017 (Matt Lebovic/The 

Times of Israel) 

If the owners of Topf & Sons had been allowed to 

implement the firm’s vision, Auschwitz-Birkenau would 

have received the most high-tech crematorium system 

ever designed: a four-story tall “incineration chamber” to 

be fueled by heated corpses placed along conveyor belts. 

Instead of having to rely on the Third Reich’s existing 

small prisoner-operated “ovens,” the disposal process 

could finally become self-contained.  

The plans drawn up by Topf & Sons for this nightmarish 

creation were never implemented, but  — by the time the 

family business filed a patent application for it — the 

company had already helped the Nazis dispose of more 

than one million corpses at several forced labor and 

death camps.  

For her recently published book, “Architects of Death: 

The Family Who Engineered the Death Camps,” author 

Karen Bartlett traces the twisted trajectory of Topf & 

Sons, one of many German companies that enabled the 

regime’s “war of annihilation” against Jews and other 

enemies.  

Founded in 1878, Topf & Sons’ initial expertise was in 

brewing and milling. The unprecedented carnage of 

World War I, however, opened new possibilities, pushing 

Topf to become the global leader in designing and 

constructing crematoria. 

During World War II, Topf & Sons made itself 

indispensable to the Nazis’ “Final Solution,” the murder 

of 6 million Jews during the Holocaust. The company’s 

products and know-how were deployed most lethally at 

Auschwitz-Birkenau, where piles of evidence — corpses 

— were disposed of in Topf “ovens.” The gas chambers 

were also ventilated by Topf technology for much of the 

camp’s existence. 

 
‘Architects of Death,’ published in 2018 (courtesy) 

“Auschwitz evolved from a backwater camp for Polish 

prisoners to a site for Soviet prisoners of war and finally 

into a vast forced labor complex and the heart of the 

planned extermination of the Jewish race in Europe,” 

wrote Bartlett. “And far from being mere ‘camp 

suppliers,’ it was the innovation and flexibility of Topf & 

Sons that enabled this transformation,” wrote the 

London-based journalist. 

Bartlett’s book is framed around the elderly Hartmut 

Topf, great-grandson of the company’s founder. For 

many years, Topf sought to “separate himself” from his 

family’s infamous name, including by helping to create a 

memorial at the former headquarters of Topf & Sons. 

As the book’s figure of redemption, Topf recalls a Jewish 

friend from his childhood named Hans Laessing. The boy 

and his family “disappeared” during the war, and Topf 

remained forever haunted. In addition to the atonement-

https://twitter.com/ProfMJCleveland
https://t.co/11n1JVnArM
https://twitter.com/ProfMJCleveland/status/1046842589020925952?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/ProfMJCleveland/status/1046842589020925952?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/huge-christine-ford-published-2008-article-on-self-hypnosis-used-to-retrieve-and-create-artificial-situations/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/huge-christine-ford-published-2008-article-on-self-hypnosis-used-to-retrieve-and-create-artificial-situations/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/huge-christine-ford-published-2008-article-on-self-hypnosis-used-to-retrieve-and-create-artificial-situations/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/matt-lebovic/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/outsourced-mass-murder-how-topf-sons-engineered-genocide-from-its-boardroom/#comments
https://www.amazon.com/Architects-Death-Family-Engineered-Camps/dp/1250117704
https://www.amazon.com/Architects-Death-Family-Engineered-Camps/dp/1250117704
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seeking German, the book examines the motivations of 

Topf & Sons’ leaders during the Nazi era, as well as some 

of the firm’s SS liaisons. 

“The challenge for me was to explore the human motives 

of the men involved,” Bartlett told The Times of Israel in 

an interview. “A book that was about the technology of 

building ovens would be a very grim and strange book — 

I wanted to make sure we in some way understood what 

these men were like, and why they behaved as they did.” 

‘Prepared to put aside any human morality’ 

The Nazis’ genocidal program was an irresistible 

opportunity for brothers Ludwig and Ernst Topf, leaders 

of their namesake company throughout the 1930s and 

World War II. 

Although fewer than two percent of the firm’s products 

were used in the killing facilities of Nazi camps, the 

owners and engineers of Topf & Sons went beyond the 

call of duty in servicing the SS. Assisting the process 

were more than 600 forced laborers brought in from the 

conquered east. 

 
Crematoria room entrance at the former Nazi 

concentration camp Mauthausen, in Austria, 2013 (Matt 

Lebovic/The Times of Israel) 

During the first phase of the Auschwitz-Birkenau’s 

existence, the “stop-gap” in mass murder was the ability 

of the SS to destroy thousands of corpses on a weekly 

basis. Initially, fields of mass graves heaved open in the 

summer heat, pointing to the need for a more 

technological — and permanent — method for eradicating 

human remains. 

To solve the problem, Topf & Sons installed its “eight-

muffle ovens” inside several of the gassing-crematoria 

complexes. With the new ovens, thousands of corpses 

could be incinerated daily. In addition to building and 

maintaining the crematoria, Topf & Sons later created a 

ventilation system for the gas chambers, allowing the 

corpses to be cleared out in about one hour, as opposed 

to several hours. 

“In the case of Topf & Sons, it was a handful of 

individuals — out for what they could get — be that 

money, safety from serving in the army, or career 

advancement,” Bartlett told The Times of Israel. “They 

were opportunists, prepared to put aside any human 

morality to advance themselves in the smallest of ways,” 

said Bartlett. 

Like the Nazi regime they served, the masters of Topf & 

Sons became adept at deploying euphemisms, for 

example replacing the word crematoria with “incineration 

chambers.” Toward the end of the war, the firm applied 

for a patent to build a “continuous operation corpse 

incineration” system. Never constructed, the concept was 

based on using conveyor belts with heated corpses to 

maintain the flames. 

 
Journalist and author Karen Bartlett (courtesy) 

For abetting the Nazis’ genocide machine, neither Ludwig 

nor Ernst Topf were prosecuted after the war. Under 

Soviet rule, the company was confiscated and 

nationalized. Historians largely blame Soviet authorities 

for hindering prosecutions of the company and its 

leaders, including by withholding key evidence. 

By 1955, the firm was no longer making “incineration 

chambers,” but focused on granary construction for 

farms. The privatization of Topf & Sons in 1993 was 

followed by bankruptcy and closure in 1996, some half a 

century after the firm’s heyday as Germany’s leading 

designer and manufacturer of crematoria. 

‘This is happening all the time’ 
“Architects of Death” closes with the 2011 creation of a 

Holocaust memorial at the building that served as Topf & 

Sons’ headquarters, not far from Buchenwald. 

Located in central Germany’s Erfurt, the memorial’s 

façade is marked with the words used by the firm in its 

correspondence with the SS: “Always happy to be at 

your service.” Inside the ordinary-looking office building, 

visitors can learn about Topf & Sons’ dubious 

accomplishments during the Third Reich. 

 
Ruins of gas chamber-crematoria complex at Auschwitz-

Birkenau, the former Nazi death camp in Poland, October 

2017 (Matt Lebovic/The Times of Israel) 

“We can show here how easy it is for a human being to 

ignore his responsibility towards his fellow human beings 

in his daily work,” said memorial director Annegret 

Schule. 

Currently, the memorial is the only of its kind at the site 

of a German company involved in the Holocaust. Through 

windows in the former headquarters, Buchenwald can be 

seen in the distance — a world of horrors where 

thousands of prisoners’ corpses were destroyed in 

crematoria provided by Topf & Sons. 

“If I go to the memorial in Buchenwald I cannot identify 

myself with the SS, because I would never have become 

a member,” Schule says in Bartlett’s book. “But I can 

relate to other people who harm other people by doing 

their normal jobs. This is happening all the time. Visitors 

are motivated to think about this. Processes that are 
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completely normal within any companies have led to 

atrocities,” said the memorial director. 

In her interview with The Times of Israel, Bartlett noted 

that Topf & Sons was one of many German companies 

involved in making Nazi atrocities possible. 

“There are many companies who [could be researched in 

the manner of Topf & Sons],” said Bartlett, adding that 

she relied on German translators in piecing together the 

book from vast archival holdings. 

 
Following the liberation of the Nazi concentration camp 

Buchenwald, photographers captured some of the 

regime’s atrocities there, including mounds of corpses 

placed outside the Topf & Sons-built crematoria (public 

domain) 

 
Ruins of a gas chamber-crematoria complex at the former 

Nazi death camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, with stairs leading 

down to the undressing room, Poland, October 2017 

(Matt Lebovic/The Times of Israel) 

“For example, Siemens built the electrical infrastructure 

for the camps, and Bosch installed the plumbing and 

water,” said Bartlett. “Kori was the other company which 

built crematoriums for the camps; it still exists but has 

never made any of its archive available to researchers. I 

believe that you can see the building where the company 

existed which made the Zyklon B gas in Hamburg, but 

there is no memorial there,” said Bartlett. 

Asked why she thinks no other Holocaust-complicit 

German companies have erected memorials, Bartlett 

pointed out the difference between remotely located 

former Nazi camps, and major companies still in 

existence. 

“[The camps] can be mentally put aside and forgotten 

about in some senses,” said Bartlett. “Companies are still 

in existence, in the hearts of towns and cities, and are 

therefore much more a part of normal life.” 

*https://www.timesofisrael.com/outsourced-mass-

murder-how-topf-sons-engineered-genocide-from-its-

boardroom/ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Fredrick Töben visits Auschwitz I & II in 1997 & 

1999 – he found no homicidal gas chambers! 

  

 

  

  

  

  

https://www.timesofisrael.com/outsourced-mass-murder-how-topf-sons-engineered-genocide-from-its-boardroom/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/outsourced-mass-murder-how-topf-sons-engineered-genocide-from-its-boardroom/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/outsourced-mass-murder-how-topf-sons-engineered-genocide-from-its-boardroom/
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                                                                            Judge Dr Wilhelm Stäglich and Fredrick Töben  

______________________________________________________________________________  

 
A failure of moral and intellectual nerve…only the EFA 
supported Töben while others bent to Jewish pressure!  

*** 
>>While there had been substantial debate at the 

introduction of the Racial Hatred Bill (Costello 1994; 
Manne 1994; McGuinness 1994; Merkel 1994; Norton 

1994; Rubenstein 1994, Ruehl 1997; Walsh 1995) – to 
the extent that opposition leader John Howard said he 
was willing to fight a double dissolution on its 
introduction (Willox 1995) – s. 18C had been more or 
less uncontroversial since it had been introduced 
(Meagher 2004; Rubenstein 2014).  
Prior to the Bolt case, the most substantial public 
attention given to an action under s. 18C concerned 
Holocaust denier Fredrick Töben (Debelle 2001), and s. 
18C was widely perceived to be operating much as it had 

been expected to operate.  
Rubenstein (1994) described the aim of the legislation 
before its passage: 

The law is directed at extremist fringe groups – the 
professional racists … We are talking here about people 
who set out to convince others that certain ethnic groups 
deserve to be hated just because of who they are; that 
they should be discriminated against, harassed and even 
expelled or killed. 

* 
(PDF) Section 18C, Human Rights, and Media Reform: An 
Institutional Analysis of the 2011–13 Australian Free 
Speech Debate. Available from: 
*https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311516376

_Section_18C_Human_Rights_and_Media_Reform_An_In

stitutional_Analysis_of_the_201113_Australian_Free_Sp

eech_Debate << 

*http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/HomePage28April200

9/newsletters/n320.htm  

*** 

NB: How right was Martin Heidegger when he exposed the 

mindset of such individuals as Colin Rubinstein: 

>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, 
already for the longest time, according to the principle of 
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent 
application with utmost violence.<< 
Fredrick Töben comments: Revisionists have never 
advocated the harassment, expelling or killing of anyone, 
as inferred above by Rubinstein, which he claimed 
necessitated the passing, in 1995, of s 18C of the 
Australian Racial Discrimination Act. The opposite is the 
case because Revisionists are being harassed, expelled, 
bankrupted, and their livelihood destroyed. Questioning 
and evaluating for truth content the contested events of 
World War Two must never be criminalized. 

 _________________________________________________________________________________________

The vigil will commence Saturday, October 6 at 10:00am 
EST (7:00am PST), and will run until 11:00pm EST 
(8:00pm PST). The #Unity4J movement invites all 
supporters of free speech, press freedom and human 
rights to participate in the historic event.  Organizer Suzie 
Dawson said:  
“The astounding pace at which this solidarity movement 
for Julian Assange has grown is indicative of the 
universal respect and empathy for this generation’s 
greatest publisher. The greater the jeopardy he is placed 
in by the powers that persecute him, the more motivated 
and active his everyday supporters and defenders 

become. Every supporter who rises to protect him, brings 
our collective hope of justice and freedom one step 
closer.”  
Livestream will be accessible at:  
*https://unity4j.com/stream  and on Consortium News. 
The official website: https://unity4j.com  Official Twitter: 
@Unity4J Event hashtag: #Unity4J WikiLeaks Legal 
Defense Fund:  
*https://iamwikileaks.org/donate   
WikiLeaks support website: https://justice4assange.com  
Courage Foundation: https://couragefound.org   

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311516376_Section_18C_Human_Rights_and_Media_Reform_An_Institutional_Analysis_of_the_201113_Australian_Free_Speech_Debate
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311516376_Section_18C_Human_Rights_and_Media_Reform_An_Institutional_Analysis_of_the_201113_Australian_Free_Speech_Debate
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311516376_Section_18C_Human_Rights_and_Media_Reform_An_Institutional_Analysis_of_the_201113_Australian_Free_Speech_Debate
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311516376_Section_18C_Human_Rights_and_Media_Reform_An_Institutional_Analysis_of_the_201113_Australian_Free_Speech_Debate
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/HomePage28April2009/newsletters/n320.htm
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/HomePage28April2009/newsletters/n320.htm
https://unity4j.com/stream
https://unity4j.com/
https://iamwikileaks.org/donate
https://justice4assange.com/
https://couragefound.org/
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